Times

Sun 4

Mon 5

Tues 6

Wed 7

Thu 8

Fri 9

Sat 10

Sun 11

8AM - 9AM

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

9AM - 10AM

Intro to Fieldnote
Taking

Non-Human Inhabitants of the Ötztal

Discussion:
What is a River?

Discussion:
Why protect a River?

Discussion: How to
protect a River?

River Protection and
Climate Action

Citizen Initiatives for
Nature Protection

Actions for Rivers

Departure

Struggles of Protecting what you Love

Workshops

River Café

Hands On

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

River Restoration

Mapping Debrief and
Declaration

Kaunertal Expansion

10AM - 11AM
Excursion Ötztal

11AM - 12PM

River Networks
Mapping the Ötztal

12PM - 1PM
Human Inhabitants
of the Ötztal

1PM - 2PM
2PM - 3PM

Excursion Ötztal

Evening

Human-River
Relatioship

Inroductions and
Get to know

River Experience:

Free Time
Dinner

Workshops
River Perspectives

Lightning Talks

Rafting the Inn

5PM - 6PM
6PM - 7PM

Lunch

Arrival

3PM - 4PM
4PM - 5PM

Lunch

Dinner

Dinner
Movie Night

Dinner

Free Time
Free Time

WWF’s Campaign

Dinner

Dinner

Podium Discussion in
Intersectional EnHaiming/Movie
vironmentalism Chat

Dinner
Project Pitchen and
Party

Arrival, Introductions and Get to Know: After your arrival in
Ötztal, you will pitch up your tent. We will have introductions
and have some activities planned to get to know each other.
Intro to Fieldnote Taking: Before heading out to explore the
Ötztal, we learn several techniques to document your observations, in order to collect information during the excursion and
throughout the week.
with Franziska Walther
Excursion to Ötztal: The Ötztal is shaped through various geological processes. We will visit significant places to understand
how these processes have shaped the valley into its current form.
with Werner Schwarz (Geozentrum Tiroler Oberland)
Human Inhabitants of the Ötztal: During our excursion, we
stop at the Ötztaler Museum in Langental where we hear about
the history of people settling in the valley, and learn about their
interaction with the river.
with Edith Hessenberger (Ötztaler Museum)
Non-Human Inhabitants of the Ötztal: A brief lecture about
the ecology that makes the Ötztal and its river unique.
with Marianne Götsch (WWF)
Kaunertal Expansion: We dive into the plans for the hydropower projects that would impact the valley.
with Marianne Götsch (WWF)
Mapping the Ötztal: Through a mapping excersize, we will visualize our field notes from the previous day, to help us better
understand the beauty and struggles of the valley.
with Franziska Walther
Human River Relationships: Around the world, rivers are seen
differently. We discuss the various perspectives on rivers, and
reflect on how these relate to our own field of knowledge and
career.
with Reingard Spannring (University of Innsbruck)
Movie Night: In the town of Umhausen, we watch the movie
‘What Fish Want’, that tells the fish’s perspective on the Inn River. We follow with a stage discussion.
with Christoph Walder (WWF)
Discussion; What is a River? Opening discussion of the day, focusing the many definitions of a river, our own perspectives, and
the concepts of ‘natural’, ‘wild’, and ‘free-flowing’ in the antrophocene.

River Networks: During this session, we learn about the complexity of the river, how different organisms play their role and
how the system can adapt to certain changes, and more difficult
to others.
with Gabriel Singer (University of Innsbruck)
River Experience: Time to get wet and experience the river from
the river! We will be rafting the Imsterschlucht and take some
time to learn about the river along the way.
with Lemming Tours
Podium Discussion in Haiming: Organised by WWF Austria,
this night invites citizens affected by the Kaunertal Expansion to
learn about the various possible impacts. There will be a chance
to interact with the citizens. Note that this evening will be in German and that it is an optional activity.
with Marianne Götsch and Bettina Urbanek (WWF), Gabriel Singer
(University of Innsbruck) a.o.
Alternative Movie Night: “River” is a movie that takes you
through time, from when rivers started to shape the world, to rivers shaping society, to society shaping rivers. It tells a beautiful
story, guided by an orchestra.
Discussion; Why Protect a River? Opening discussion of the
day, focusing on the reasons to protect rivers.
River Protection and Climate Action: In a world where we need
to step away from oil and gas, what does it mean to protect rivers that are considered to be an important “green” and “renewable” source of energy.
with Dan Yates (POW and Save Our Rivers)
Struggles of Protecting what you Love: Once it’s clear that
your beloved river needs protection, many challenges lie on your
path. A talk that gives insight to these challenges when fighting
for the Ötztaler Ache
with Marieke Vogt (WET - Wildwasser Erhalten Tirol)
River Café: Time to discuss your own struggles, doubts and
thoughts when protecting what you love, in a café-like setting.
Workshops; River Perspectives: Various workshops in which we
translate various perspectives on rivers into a tangible representation.
with Anna Scaini (Stockholm University), Viktor Vahdat and
Andrina Janicke and Myriam Hombach

Intersectional Environmentalism Chat: This evening, we create
the space to discuss the connection between environmental and
social injustices, and how both often affect marginalised communities. We reflect on our own position and what our actions
mean.
with Kara Virik
Discussion; How to Protect a River? Opening discussion on the
various roles in River Protection.
Citizen Initiatives for Nature Protection: The Pitztal-Ötztal Ski
resort connection was successfully stopped due to widespread
resistence. We learn what made this citizen lead campaign successful.
with Gerd Estermann (Bürgerinitiative Feldringer Böden)
Workshops; Hands on: We learn practical skills to turn knowledge into action.
with Jessica Droujko (ETH Zürich)
River Restauration: We get insight into the opportunities of improving degraded river systems.
with Peter Hecher
Lightning Talks: A carroussel of talks that show various ways to
contribute to the protection of rivers, from rafting to creating
networks and from citizen initiatives to science.
with Anne Schöpfer, Vera Knook (River Collective), Calvin Frees,
Anne Stevens (S2S Rafting), Janine Hoffmann (Lebenswertes Kaunertal), Jessica Droujko (ETH Zürich), Martin Dalvai (University of
Innsbruck)
WWF’s Campaign: We get insight in the strategy of WWF, that
campains against hydropower, but also works on a holistic view
of sustainable future energy supply.
with Bettina Urbanek (WWF)
Actions for Rivers: Time to turn knowledge into action! Brainstorm your own actions to protect the Ötztaler Ache, or your
home river. In the evening you pitch your fresh project ideas.
with David Faró (River Collective)
Party with music and beers

